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Automated Packaging LOVE our LED products!

When we first approached Automated Packaging they had 2 main goals, to reduce
energy costs and become a more environmentally friendly company. With our
knowledge and expertise we couldn't be more pleased to help this company become
more profitable.
In the offices we replaced 81, 600 x 600 twins which
were running at 80w each, for 65 of our SkyLIGHT 66
ELP LED’s which run at 36w. The lights in the offices are
on for 10 hours a day, 5 days a week, 52 weeks of the
year and they are not always occupied, because of this
we included a PIR where viable to help keep costs to a
minimum.
Thanks to the high light levels from our SkyLIGHT we
didn’t have to replace one for one, we managed to use
less lights then before whilst providing the appropriate
light levels, saving Automated Packaging even more in
operational costs.

After- SkyLIGHT 66 ELP
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The main factory consisted of
157 Tamlite Quad lights
which were running at 250w
each. The majority of these
lights are on 24/7 52 weeks a
year, the rest are on 24/5.
We replaced the Tamlite’s for
a mixture of our
LumiOPTIMA 5218 and our
LumiROD 416.

LumiROD 416
LumiOPTIMA 5215

We optimized each of our products to provide a dimmable option. This is normally used in areas where
there is or can be low footfall. This option reduces power consumption which dims the lights according
to the setting.

LumiROD 416

LumiOPTIMA 5215
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